
Keyworth U3A Listening to Music 

Programme for May to August 2018 

Our sessions are held in the Centenary Lounge on alternate Wednesday afternoons. We sign 

in from 2 p.m. to be ready for a 2.15 start, and finish at 4 p.m. We ask for a donation of £1 

at each session to cover the cost of hiring the room. All Keyworth U3A members are very 

welcome to join us. If you would like further information please contact me.  

Bill Cooper 0115 8787060  

 

9 May   How a Symphony works 

Bill Cooper explains the basics by reference to Prokofiev’s short but perfectly formed 

“Classical” Symphony and also plays examples from a wide range of other Symphonies. 

23 May   An Orchestral Concert 

Chosen and presented by John Stuckey. 

6 June   A Musical Alphabet: S 

A single letter suffices for this instalment in Bill Cooper’s continuing series. Composers’ 

names from Schubert to Shostakovich and a multitude of musical terms and expressions 

begin with this letter.   

20 June   Musical connections – family and friends   

Revealed by Peter Stafford. 

4 July   Classical/Neoclassical 

Music by classical composers (Bach, Mozart, Haydn etc.) side by side with “neoclassical” 

pieces composed in the 20
th
 century. Presented by Alan Spooner. 

18 July   Proms Preview 

All the concerts in the 2018 Promenade Concert season will be broadcast live on Radio 3 

and several of them will be televised. Bill Cooper draws attention to some that catch his eye 

and plays music from them. 

1 August   A Miscellany inspired by Birds 

Devised and introduced by Judy Stocker.  

15 August   Another musical friendship: William Walton and Paul Hindemith 

Plenty of good tunes – some by Bach and Weber! (How can that be?) Presented by Alan 

Spooner. 

29 August   Members’ Choice 

Please bring along a CD or CDs for us to enjoy, or just come and listen. Always an 

interesting session. 


